
A SmarterA Smarter
and Wiserand Wiser
Online SelfOnline Self
A creative way to encourage everyone to
think and share ideas

WORKSHOP 2

The aim of this workshop is 
to build an understanding of how social
media platforms shape our behavior online
and how we can act responsibly online, 
while thinking about others.



During this conference and the workshops we ask you to
please:  
 - keep your cameras on the whole time 
- display your name and country in zoom
- use the chat function to add ideas or ask questions
- use the raise hand function when you want to speak and
lower when finished
- please avoid discriminatory comments or behaviour 
- please don’t use your mobile phone during sessions
unless asked to 

EXPECTATIONS 



TODAY'S AGENDA

The Online and Offline
World

Understanding Platforms
and Their Agendas 

Engaging with Digital
Media

Data Protections and
Online Footprints

How to Identify Online
Red Flags

Considering What is Online
Social Responsibility

Social Media Skills for
Mental Health

Breakout Room
Activity

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.



WHO ARE WE?WHO ARE WE?

GavinJon Mio



I like to juggle
I like to tell jokes

Fun Fact About Me
JonathanJonathan  



I am originally from
Ireland
I only learned to ride
a bike in 2019

Fun Fact About Me
GavinGavin



I can dance with
wearing heels
I am crazy about fig

Fun Fact About Me
MioMio



1. THE ONLINE1. THE ONLINE
AND OFFLINEAND OFFLINE
WORLDWORLD



Interacting with Others

A group of people who live in the same place or have something
similar in common

Community

Online Community

Examples: Facebook
groups, virtual idol fan
meeting event, Twitter,
Instagram

Examples: work,
school, clubs, family,
religious groups

Offline Community

SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #1



Roughly 65% of study participants reported increased feelings of loneliness since the
COVID-19 pandemic began.

Mental Health and COVID-19
Study in 2020

- Isolation from family members, friends, coworkers, etc. 
- Transition to online working environment 

Solution? = Online Communities

Causes



1 - 2 hours
29.7%

30 minutes - 1 hour
20.5%

2 - 3 hours
20%

> 3 hours
17.9%

25 - 30 minutes
10.2%

< 15 minutes
1.6%

Statistics
Increased time spent on social media sites of United

States users in March 2020

(Source: Statistica)



Important Takeaways
Workshop 1: Staying connected online and
offline can improve mental health

Not all time spent online is bad

Learning to manage online usage 
      = help maintain good mental health



2.2.
UNDERSTANDINGUNDERSTANDING
PLATFORMS ANDPLATFORMS AND
THEIR AGENDASTHEIR AGENDAS  
Understanding ethical behaviours for platforms 



SWITCH
TO

MURAL 

Definitions
What is an algorithm?

Social media uses algorithms to keep you
engaged, to keep you using their platform. This
is the behind-the-scenes working of a platform.
What keeps people engaged on websites? Think
about the discussion of screen time in the
previous workshop. 

Switch to Mural Activity #2

What is a platform?

a social media platform is a single site, intended
for various purposes. This includes connecting
with friends, meeting new people, and advertising
businesses. Platforms tend to promoting people
connecting with one another through creating
new communities



3. DATA3. DATA
PROTECTIONSPROTECTIONS
AND ONLINEAND ONLINE
FOOTPRINTSFOOTPRINTS
Understanding how platforms see you



Prediction - collecting data to guess what you'll do next

Why do companies want 
your data?

Profit - selling your data to other companies

Power - using data to influence your choices



SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #3

Statistics



Actions

Passwords

Physical
characteristics

Contextual
information Device data

Your data and mental health 

Our self-image is shaped by platforms.

Platforms shape our actions through

our data. 

This self-image is used to keep us on

platforms and is sold to marketers.

Personally
identifiable
information

(PII)

DIGITAL IDENTITY



4. ENGAGING4. ENGAGING
WITH DIGITALWITH DIGITAL
MEDIAMEDIA
Understanding what is true or false online



Examples: Youtube
thumbnails,
Twitter Articles,
News Headlines

Content whose main
purpose is to attract
attention and
encourage visitors to
click on a link to a
particular web page

Definitions
Clickbait 

Misleading information disguised as news

Fake News/Alternative Facts



Clickbait

Raise your virtual hand if you
have ever experienced or seen
clickbait ✋



“False news stories are 70 percent more likely to be
retweeted than true stories…and spread 6 times faster
than true stories” - 2018 study 

Companies may promote alternative facts and
clickbait titles to generate clicks
Articles elicit emotional responses from readers
Readers will read headlines instead of the entire story

Why?

Fake News



Sharing fake news can diminish your
credibility among your peers and
colleagues. 

Why Stopping Fake News Is Important

Individuals can act in
harmful ways after reading
fake news. 

It is dangerous It can damage your reputation

When individuals cannot tell if
something is real news or fake
news, they develop a mistrust
of all media sources.

It creates distrust in all news

SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #4



S
Who or what is

the source?

SOURCE

M
What is their
purpose in

writing/making the
source?

MOTIVE

A
Who made the

source? Are they
qualified to talk

about it?

AUTHORITY

R
When was the

article written? Was
it written recently

or many years ago?

RELEVANCE

T
Are your source’s facts

similar to other sources?
Compare your source
with another source

TWO-SOURCE CHECK

The SMART Test checks for credibility

How to Check a Source’s
Reliability



Being aware of clickbait and fake
news helps keep a level head

 
Protect ourselves from unwanted

emotional responses 
 

Know how companies try to
manipulate our attention

Fake News and Mental Health



5. HOW TO5. HOW TO
IDENTIFY ONLINEIDENTIFY ONLINE
RED FLAGS?RED FLAGS?
Understanding what is safe and what is dangerous online



2

3

Safe ? 
Dangerous?

Scam
Unacceptable content
Meeting New people
SNS Challenge # Phenomenon

Add your ideas of how to notice the online red flag in 3min.

1

Have a look and vote the good ones of others.

Review the results of votes.

SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #5

Mural Activity #5 Instructions



6. CONSIDERING6. CONSIDERING  
WHAT IS ONLINEWHAT IS ONLINE  
SOCIALSOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITYRESPONSIBILITY



DEMAP

DE
DECODE

A
ANALYSING

P
PERSONA

M
MEANING MAKING



Bystander effect

It is a group psychological phenomenon in
which the presence of many people other
than oneself in a situation in which one
must rescue another person in front of one's
eyes inhibits one from taking action. The
more bystanders there are, the stronger this
psychological phenomenon becomes.

Setting Boudaries



A YES

B NO

Have you ever experienced the Bystander Effect?
Poll Question:



Why?
Decentralization of responsibility
People avoid taking responsibility in critical situations and rely on others to
take action.

Pluralistic ignorance
People mistakenly assume that there is no need for urgency because others
are not taking action to help.

Appraisal concern
Fear of negative evaluation by others when one fails to take action inhibits
helping behavior.

Setting Boundaries



Cyber-disinhibition 
Doing unpleasant things to others on the internet
that you would not do in your normal life.

Example: Being mean to strangers online
because we are anonymous and can say words
behind a computer screen. 

Understanding Our Actions &
Consequences



Healthy
Reliable URL
Reliable address or phone number (Double
check the phone number by googling!)

Unhealthy
・Unfamiliar URL
・Unfamiliar address

Phishing Scams



FriendsIdol, Influencer
Same or Not?

How should we act?

You

Parasocial Relationships



7. SOCIAL7. SOCIAL
MEDIA SKILLSMEDIA SKILLS
FOR MENTALFOR MENTAL
HEALTHHEALTH



Example: blocking
someone who is mean or
content you do not want
to see

Blocking Ghosting
Example: removing a toxic
friend from your life

Example: needing a clean
break from online
connection

Deactivating

Strategies to Set Boundaries



A YES, THEIR CONTENT UPSET ME

C

OTHER RESPONSED

NO, I HAVE NOT DONE EITHER

B YES, THEY SAID SOMETHING
DIRECTLY TO ME

Have you ever blocked or ghosted someone? 
Poll Question:



A YES, I WAS ADDICTED TO SOCIAL
MEDIA

C

NO, I HAVE NOT DONE EITHERD

YES, BUT FOR ANOTHER REASON

B YES, IT IMPACTED MY MENTAL
HEALTH

Have you ever taken a break from social media or deactivated
your account because it affected your mental health?

Poll Question:



You do not need to always stay
connected

Set boundaries to remove
negative influences in your life

Create a balance of social media
use to maintain mental health

Important Reminders



8. BREAKOUT8. BREAKOUT
ROOMROOM
ACTIVITYACTIVITY



We have discussed how platforms work and use
platforms safely. Now we will look at an example and
ask: is this acceptable behaviour? Why or why not? What
does this say about online trends and offline spaces? 

Go to
https://vm.tiktok.com/TTPdSLN9xa/
*(You may want to use headphones)

Is this behavior okay?
Discussion:

SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #6



Instructions for breakout room 
Discussion:

SWITCH
TO

MURAL 
Switch to Mural Activity #6

⒈ Facilitator will show you the video or you will
watch the video independently

2. Post answers in mural under both questions

3. Facilitator will begin discussion 


